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Market Growth and the Diffusion of Multiproduct Technologies

by Taekwon Kim, Lars-Hendrik Roller and Mihkel M. Tombak

Abstract

This paper examines a game of multiproduct technology adoption. We consider a

dynamic duopoly model with two related products under various demand scenarios.

Firms choose when to switch from a single to a more flexible and more expensive

multiproduct technology. We find only simultaneous adoption of the multiproduct

technology as equilibria in growing markets with substitutable demands. In particular,

we show that a range of simultaneous adoption Nash equilibria exists and characterize

this range in terms of cost and demand conditions. By using the perfection refinement

of the Nash concept we find a unique equilibrium which coincides with the latest Nash

equilibrium adoption time. Furthermore, whenever the equilibrium adoption time

is nonzero, firms adopt before it is socially optimal. Diffusion of the multiproduct

technology as an equilibrium is restored under three scenarios: (i) complementary

demands, (ii) declining markets, or (iii) under oligopoly.
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1 Introduction

This paper examines a dynamic game of multiprodud technology adoption. Our study is

motivated by the multiproduct aspects of new production technologies such as " flexible

manufacturing systems" (FMS). These new technologies allow rapid adjustment to prod-

uct designs through computerized control. They are becoming increasingly important to

the international competitiveness of many industrialized nations (see Dertouzos, Lester,

and Solow, 1989). In this study we examine the pattern of adoption of multiproduct

technologies and the effects of market growth and competition on its timing.

The literature on dynamic technology adoption concentrates primarily on strategic

timing decisions for single product markets (see Reinganum, 1981a, 1981b, and Fudenberg

and Tirole, 1985). Specifically, Reinganum (1981a, 1981b) shows that diffusion of a cost

reducing technology is a Nash equilibrium with identical firms. Fudenberg and Tirole

(1985) apply subgame perfection to Reinganum's model and find that the equilibrium is

delayed joint adoption. A less related stream of literature is that of multiproduct rivalry

(see, for example, Spence (1976), Brander and Eaton (1984), and MacDonald and Slivinski

(1987)). The welfare implications and the effects of competition on the adoption of a

multiproduct technology in a static framework has been studied by Roller and Tombak

(1988, 1989). Recently, Milgrom and Roberts (1988) have analyzed several aspects of

various new manufacturing technologies. They found that substantial complementarities

exist between these technologies.

Our model departs from the above literature mainly by considering the adoption of

multiproduct technologies in a dynamic setting. The strategic choice variable for the firm

is when (if ever) to adopt a new technology which allows for participation in several markets

at a higher rental cost. Thus a firm must. balance the discounted benefits from entering

other markets with the discounted additional costs. These benefits depend on the timing

decision of the rival firm as well as changing demand conditions. We characterize the

equilibria under various market conditions, i.e., market. growth (decline), substitutable
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(complementary) demand, and duopoly (oligopoly) industry structures.

We show that market conditions are crucial to determining technology adoption be-

havior. First, in contrast to Reinganum, we demonstrate that simultaneous adoption is

the only possible duopoly equilibrium in expanding markets with substituteable demands.

This equilibrium, however, is never socially optimal except in the case of immediate adop-

tion. Second, diffusion of multiproduct technology adoption as an equilibrium behavior is

restored under three scenarios: (i) complementary demands, (ii) declining markets, or (iii)

oligopoly. The paper proceeds by introducing the model in §2. In §3 we characterize the

duopoly equilibria for growing markets with substitutable demands and discuss the welfare

results. In §4 we study the cases in which diffusion of technology adoption behavior occurs.

§5 summarizes and concludes.

2 The Model

We model the situation as a dynamic duopoly game with two markets (denoted A, and

B). Initially, each of the firms (I and J) have a single product technology referred to as

dedicated equipment (denoted D) with rental price of r D and constant marginal production

cost c. At each time period firms can choose to switch to a flexible multiproduct technology

(denoted F) at a rental price rF , and a constant marginal production cost c. We assume

that 2rD > rF and rF – rD f > 0. r The decision to adopt the new technology is

irreversible.

We characterize consumer demand by the following dynamic linear demand system:

PAM = a( t) 134A(t) – Aqs(1),

= (1 ( 1 ) - 13 4p ( t ) – AqA(t),

where qA (t) and qB (t) are the quantities supplied at timc t iii markets A and B, respectively.

A is a measure of product. differentiation, where if A is positive (negative) the products are

'This assumption makes the option to buy another D unattractive since a firm can produce both products
at a lower rental price via technology F.
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substitutes (complements). We suppose that IAI < [3, i.e. the own-price effect dominates

the cross-price effect. It is assumed that demand shifts over time in a parallel fashion,

which is captured by a(t). In our analysis, we will consider both expanding markets2 (i.e.,
paw > 0) and declining markets (i.e., th'-7;11) < 0).at

Given the above demand structure, constant marginal production costs c, and the

technology choices, the payoff at each time period t is determined by a Cournot-Nash

game. Let OT, T,(t) denote the Cournot-Nash equilibrium payoff at time t to the firm with

technology T1 when the other firm has technology T2, i.e. 3,

ODD (t) _

OFD(t) —

ODF(t)

OFF(t) _

	 [a(t) — c)2(A-Oar

(130-5A)E ,(0 cp
 -36/30-1-13)[``k

[a(t) — C]2

	 [a(t) — c]2.90,1-0)

Let H i (t) = OFD( t ) — ODD(t) and fI 2(t) oFF(t) — O DF(t). We can think of H 1 (t) as

the incentive for a firm to be the leader in adopting a multiproduct technology. Similarly,

112(t) is the incentive for a firm to be the follower. Note that the following ordering of

payoffs and incentives must hold:

OFD( t ) > ODOM > OFF( t ) > ODF(t),

II 2 (t) >

Interestingly, the above ordering of payoffs is identical to that assumed by Reinganum.

However, 11 2 (t) > [LW implies that the incentives for the leader are less than those of the

follower. This contrasts with the assumption made by Reinganum that. the incentives of

the leader are greater than that of the follower. This difference is of crucial importance as

we will see in the next section.

'Alternatively we could model reducing costs over time by	 0 and =V1-/ < 0 as in Reinganum s

work. Expanding demands or declining costs are analogous in our model, yielding identical results.

'To ensure nonnegative quantities, we must have [a(() — > 0.
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3 Simultaneous Adoption Equilibrium

In this section we analyze dynamic duopoly equilibria for expanding markets (i.e.,-as-0 > 0)

and substitutable products (i.e., 0 < A < ). We assume that market growth is unbounded,

that is, a(t) approaches oo with t. This assumption guarantees that both firms will adopt

the technology eventually. Initially we examine the case where the representative firm

behaves in a myopic manner, that is, a firm assumes that the other firm will not switch from

the D technology. Second, we analyze Nash duopoly equilibria (similarly to Reinganum)

where optimal timing decisions are irreversibly made at time t = 0. Third, we refine

the Nash equilibrium by imposing subgame perfection. In other words, the decision of

whether or not to adopt is made sequentially at each time period t (see Fudenberg and

Tirole (1985)).

3.1 Myopic Adoption

We examine the problem of firms that have myopic beliefs. A myopic outlook is one where

a firm supposes that the rival firm never switches to the new technology.

The problem of firm I is,

, :riNco 43 1 (r)	 f	 (StiFD(t)–rF)e-7tdt,(ODD(t) – r D )e' t dt +

where 4, i(r) is the total discounted payoff to firm I when that firm switches to a multi-

product technology at t = r and -y is the discount rate. The first term is the net discounted

payoff when both firms have the D technology and the second term is the net discounted

payoff after firm I has switched. The optimal time for firm I to switch to a multiproduct

technology is given in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1 Let r • be the optimal switching time for firm I. r • is choracteri:ed by,

c(( r*) .	
a(0)	 if f	 II,(0).

c +	 otherwise

3613 {a+213)2(1+13)where, 	– (0—A)(5A2 +12Ai3+160 2 ) •
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Proio

First, we check the first order Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (K-K-T) conditions since the con-

straint qualification is satisfied. From the first order K-K-T condition and complementary

slackness of firm I's problem,

"r(r. ) .
ar•

e —Yr. If - [a(e) — c]2 
}-r* 0.

-r* oo satisfies the above condition, but it fails to satisfy the second order condition.

Thus, we can disregard the term e- 7r* without changing the optimal solution. Comple-

mentary slackness requires that,

[a(0) —
} 5 0,T, 0	 if	 If

T • > 0 otherwise.

For the case r • > 0, we have to check the second order condition, which is given by,

82 4., ( 7-- )	 0411(e)	
e

_
"r

.
2

&ter') [a(7-*) — c]
, 	 o

	

(97 .2 8T• 	 aT*	 Z

since T . > 0, [a(7-') — c] > 0, °'•) > 0 , and z > 0. Therefore, the second order condition	 (r '-•
is satisfied.

Q.E.D

Since a(t) is monotonically increasing, we have a unique solution r • which is the inverse

function of a(r • ). It is obvious that the timing of adoption for the myopic firm is delayed

when the marginal production costs and/or the difference in rental costs increase. By

symmetry, firm J with the same myopic. outlook \\ill also adopt al r • . This simultaneous

adoption, however, is not convincing since the firms' beliefs are not realized in equilibrium.

Nevertheless, as we will see in the next section, the SallIC outcome can be achieved in a

Nash equilibrium.

= e-7r. {1 + ODD(7--) - OFD(7117.



3.2 Nash Adoption Equilibrium

It is clear that in equilibrium one either has diffusion over time where there is a leader and

a follower, or there is simultaneous adoption. As we will see below, simultaneous adoption

equilibria emerge from the analysis of the leader-follower problem. Let L(t i lt2 ) be the

payoff to the leader that switches at t l given that the follower switches at t 2 (t l < t2 ). The

leader's problem is,

max	 =L(tiIt2)	 f (ODD(t)–rD)e–v'elt-l-f t2 (OFD( )– rF)e-"'`clttho<t i <t2	–	 t2 
° (OFF( t )tr

Lemma 1 (Leader's Best Response) Lett be the leader's optimal adoption time. t is

characterized by,

a( t ) =	
aer') if f	 Hi(t2)

l (1(t 2 ) otherwise

Proof

From the first order K-K-T conditions and complementary slackness of leader's prob-

lem,

OL(ilt2) 	 _
at

	 – t) 	 1 If + ODD(t) - OFD(1)}t(t2 --i)

e--"'"	 – la(1)	 Ci2 It(t 2 – t) = 0.

Complementary slackness requires that,

= 0 if f	 111(0),

	

0 <t < t2 if II I (0) < f	 [11(t2),

t = t 2	otherwise.

For the case 0 < f < t 2 , we obtain the identical second order condition as hi Proposition 1.

Q.E.D

It is interesting to note that. so long as i precedes t 2 , the timing of the leader's investment

in a multiproduct technology is not affected by the follower's decision. In other words, i
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is independent of t2 and determined solely by the market conditions.' We now turn our

attention to the follower's behavior.

Let F(t2 it i ) be the payoff to the follower that switches at t 2 given that the leader has

switched at t 1 . Then, the follower's problem is given by,

max F(t2 It 1 )	 (ODD(t)-rD)e-7`dt+	 -
t2 (;ODF(t) — rD)e 7 di+ j.

00

. 1 1 <t2	 o 

ti	
e2 

(95FF(t)-rF)e-l'cli.
tB 

Lemma 2 (Follower's Best Response) Lett" be the follower's optimal adoption Lime.
t is characterized by,

1°(4) 	  if	 H2(t1),
a(t)

c	 "1(3A+A(3) otherwise.

Proof

From the first order K-K-T condition and complementary slackness of the follower's

problem,

OF(tit i ) (1	 t 1) e-1'ff ODF(i) - OFF(t)}(t - ti)at

e-1'ff [a(7) - c1 2 9;A +' (3) }(t t i ) = 0.

Complementary slackness requires that,

t = t i if f <112(ti)

t >	 otherwise.

By the same logic as in Proposition 1, the second order condition for the case t > t i is
satisfied.

Q.E.D

Similarly, Lemma 2 illustrates that as long as 7 succeeds the optima.] timing decision

of the follower is independent of that of the leader. We are now ready to compare the

optimal timing decisions 7 and 7 to determine the equilibrium outcome.

'This was also observed by Fudenberg and Tirole (1985).
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Lemma 3 The optimal adoption times t and 7 have the following relationship,

7=1.0 if 11 1(0) f,

7 < 7	 otherwise.

Proof

Recall that 112 (0) > 11 1 (0). From Lemmas 1 and 2, it follows that 7 = t = 0 when

112(0) > 11 1 (0) > f, and 7 = 0, t = T * > 0 when 11 2 (0) > f > 11 1 (0). Moreover, if

f > 11 2 (0) > 11 1 (0), then

cc(7) — ct(i) — if"(A + )3) ti
V	 )3 — A	 V z 9P(A — +A

	

<

because z 90(A+0) > 1.

Q.E.D

The above lemma is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 here

It is shown in Figure 1 that the optimal switching time for the follower 7 is earlier than

that of the leader. Given the leader's best switching time t, the follower can not choose t

because 7 is earlier than 1. Therefore, it is clear that no diffusion equilibrium can emerge.

The following proposition formalizes this argument.

Proposition 2 (Simultaneous Nash Adoption Equilibrium) Simultaneous adoption

is the only possible duopoly Nash equilibrium outcome. Moreover, the Nash equilibrium si-

multaneous adoption time Te is given by,

Te = tilt E [1,11}

where t and 1 are given in Lemmas 1 and 2, respectively.
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Prop/

We must show that neither firm has an incentive to deviate from the simultaneous

switching at T. = {tit E [7,11} given the other firm's timing decision. In other words, we

seek Nash equilibria.

We can consider I's case without loss of generality. First, consider the case in which

II 2 (0) > 11 1 (0) > f, i.e., Te = 0. From Lemma 2, it follows that the value of 8F(`' 1°1 isat2
negative at t = 0. Thus, it is not optimal for firm I to delay the adoption given that

firm J adopts at t = 0. Second, consider a simultaneous switching equilibrium at time

T. = {tit E 1i,111, t > 0. Firm I has two possibilities: to switch earlier than Te , or to

switch later than T.. Let us examine the possibility of earlier adoption. Lemma 1 shows

that
°L(tiz) >

at for t <i.

Thus, it is not optimal for I to switch earlier than I. If I considers later adoption,

Lemma 2 implies,
aF(tIz) 

< 0, for t > 7.
81

Consequently, it is also not optimal for I to switch later than 7.

Q.E.D

Lemma 2 and Proposition 2 show that the equilibrium simultaneous adoption time is

either degenerate at time T. = 0, or an element in the time interval 71 = {tIt E (1,11}

depending on initial market conditions (i.e., f vs. II 1 (0)). In either case, simultaneous

adoption of technology is the only possible equilibrium. This result is driven by the incen-

tive structure of our model, in particular 11 2 (1) > (I). As mentioned above, 11 2 (1) > 111(1)

implies that the incentives for the leader are less than that of the follower, which leads

to < 7 and thus induces simultaneous adoption in equilibrium. In contrast, Reinganum

(1981a, 198114 assumed that the incentives for the leader are greater than that of the

follower. Consequently, the optimal adoption time of the follower is always later than that.

of the leader, which induces diffusion as an equilibrium behavior.
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The following two corollaries further characterize the simultaneous adoption equilib-

rium.

Corollary 1 (Myopic Behavior and Payoff Maximization) The simultaneous adop-

tion equilibrium with the maximum payoff is E which is the outcome if both firms behave

myopically.

Proof

Since ODD(t) > OFF( t ) the simultaneous adoption at time I is the Pareto-superior

equilibrium. The corollary follows from Lemma 1, i.e. r • = 7.

Q. E.D

Due to the ordering of the equilibrium payoffs, it is clear that both firms prefer to delay

the joint adoption as much as possible. Therefore, t is the payoff maximizing equilibrium.

The noncompetitive nature of myopic beliefs, i.e. the belief that the other firm will never

switch, naturally leads to delayed adoption times and higher payoffs. As the corollary

shows, this myopic belief equilibrium coincides with the Nash equilibria with the highest

payoff!

We now analyze the impact of various parameters on the equilibrium adoption time T e =

G via the impact on the lower and upper bounds, t and I. The following corollary

shows the changing direction of that interval resulting from the changes in parameter

values.

Corollary 2 The comparative statics on the equilibrium adoption time T, = {tit E [7,11)

are given by,

a7..fa.'	 fa'>	 a

OT,	 < 0 if a >f— 1

813	 > 0 if ;i" < 0.•03
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Proof

It follows from Lemma 1 and 2.

Q.E.D

The effects of c and f on the equilibrium adoption interval are as expected, viz. when

the costs of a multiproduct technology increase the equilibrium adoption time is postponed.

Similarly, higher product differentiation spurs earlier adoption of the multiproduct tech-

nology. This coincides with the results of Roller and Tombak (1988) in the analysis of their

static model.-70. suggests that the relative magnitudes of the own-price and cross-price

effects are important in the timing of a multiproduct technology adoption. There is an

interesting scenario when 0.403 < < ( N/ — 1). From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, it follows

that the upper bound of the interval t is decreasing and the lower bound of the interval

t is increasing as /3 becomes larger. Therefore, in this case the interval shrinks as the

demand becomes more elastic. The last part of Corollary 2 shows that cornplementarities

between cost and market conditions do exist. This is distinct from the complementarity re-

sults of Milgrom and Roberts (1988) who found relationships between different production

technologies.

3.3 Perfect Adoption Equilibrium

It is clear from Proposition 2 that multiple simultaneous adoption equilibria exist under

Nash behavior. We now refine the Nash concept by imposing subgame perfection, viz. each

firm will take into account that its current. decision has an impact on the future behavior

of the other firm. We employ the identical reasoning as Fi l denherg and Tirole: specifically,

we assume that "firms can respond immediately to their rivals decision; that is, adoption

is perfectly observable and is instantaneous." (Fudenberg and Tirole (1985), page 384).

The following proposition characterizes the equilibrium.

13



Proposition 3 (Perfect Equilibrium) The simultaneous adoption at i is the unique

perfect equilibrium.

Proof

=Consider firm I's situation at a time t = t' < t assuming that neither firm has yet
adopted. If firm I adopts at t', then by Lemma 2 firm J will follow only at time 7.

However, firm I could do better by delaying until t since 8L8̀1,1`31 > 0 for t 1 < t < Hence,
neither firm will adopt prior to 	 Consider firm I's situation at time t 7. If I adopts,
firm J must follow immediately since 81' t' 1 ' 11 < 0 for 7 < t 2 . On the other hand, if I delaysa

lt2)then firm J must also delay since 	  > 0 for 7 < t 1 < Hence, firm I will delay at

since joint delay is always better than joint adoption. The identical reasoning applies to
any time period t' = {tit E ri,t)}. Finally, consider firm I's situation at t' = 1. If I adopts
at 1, J must follow for the same reasons as above. However, if I delays, firm J will not

delay since at Litz/ < 0 for 1 1 > and I will thus become the follower. By Lemma 2, firm
I is littter off by adopting at 1. Therefore, the unique perfect equilibrium is simultaneous
adoption at I.

Q.E.D

Interestingly, we obtain an equivalence between the perfect equilibrium, 5 the outcome

under myopic beliefs, and the payoff maximizing Nash equilibrium. This suggests that the

firm's more sophisticated strategic reasoning employed under perfection yields the same

outcome as that under rather simple myopic reasoning. The reason for this is the ability

of each firm to respond quickly to the rival's action. For instance the decision by one

firm to adopt early is immediately followed with adoption by the rival, making the early
adoption unattractive. Given this structure, firms are able to delay joint adoption and

achieve higher profits.

5 The comparative statics results in the previous section obviously also hold for the perfect equilibrium.
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3.4 Welfare Analysis

In this section, we examine the welfare implications of the above simultaneous adoption

equilibria. Consumer surplus at time t is given by,

1	 g
C S 1)DM = igtp(i ) gDp(i)],

CSFD(t) 
2 

14D(t) + 4.D (t) + qr,F(t)j,

CSFF(t) = 1 [qt.p.(t) + qt.F(t) + qF.F (t) + q; FM],
2

where qikN(t) (k = A, B) are the Cournot-Nash equilibrium quantities at time t given

that the firms choose technologies M and N. We define the social welfare function,

SWF(w i ,w2 ), as the discounted sum of consumer and producer surplus given that the

leader switches at w 1 and the follower at w 2 , i.e.,

SWF(wi ,w2) f (WDD(t)-2rD)e—rtclt+ 
W2 

(WFD(t)—rD —rF )e' t dt+	 (WFF(t)-2rF)e—rtclt
10002

where WDD(t) = [20DD( t ) + CSDD( t )i, WFD( t ) = itbFD( i ) + ODF( t ) + CSFD( t )], and

WFF(i) = [20FF(t) + CSFF(t)]. Let W I and 1.6 2 be the socially optimal time for the

leader and the follower to switch to a multiproduct technology . In the following lemma

we characterize W I and 162.

Lemma 4 (Socially Optimal Adoption Times) Simultaneous adoption is socially op-

timal for relatively differentiated products (when A< 0.552), and sequential adoption is

socially optimal otherwise.

Proof

The first order K-K-T conditions and complementary slackness are,

OSW F(w1,w2)
ttii(	 — w2) = er-rwi {f – WFD( w )	 VDD( 10 0/ W 1( 10 1 - w2 ),awl
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OSW F(10 1 , W2),
( w2 — w1) =--

49W2
e-lun fr WFF(w2) + WFD(w2)}(w2 — W1)-

SW F(wi ,w2 ) is quasi-concave in w i and w2 since the second derivatives are negative

when aswF('''" ) — 0 and aswF("'" ) — 0. Thus, it suffices to check the first order K-K-Tawl	 aw2
conditions and complementary slackness.

Then the socially optimal adoption times ti1 i tn2 are characterized by, 

(0,0)

(u32 > 0,W 2 > 0)

(o,or-- 1 (c + IV)) 

tO2 ) =
(a- 1 (c +	 cr-1(c +N.fr))

(0 , oo)

(a -1 (c +	 °°)

if f < WFF( 0 ) — WFD(0)
if f > WFF(0)— WFD(0)
and R< 0.552,

if f < WFD (0) — WDD(0)
and 0.552 < v< 0.683,
if f > WFD (0)— WDD(0)

and 0.552 < TA3 < 0.683

if f < WFD (0) — WDD(0),

and -;=3	 0.683,

otherwise.

where

(71 = 7202(A-0)20z
-804 +280 4 - 240 4 A+100 1 A 2 -1213 3 A+240

2+20)
.40 -11[3 2 A 2 -2/3A 4 +120X 3 +A4

7202(A-143)2
G2 — 203_7/32 _20A 2 +843A+A 2 •

Where G 1 > G2 if and only if -)j3 < 0.552. Also,
0.683.

8S W F( ,w2 ) >
awl Vw2 if and only if

Q.E.D

Note that is an indicator of how close the market is to being perfectly competitive,

that is as A rises the markets become more homogeneous and as /3 decreases the demand

becomes more elastic. In a more competitive market. (i.e. a higher firms cannot. both

recover the higher fixed costs if they invest. simultaneously. Thus welfare is optimized by

16



one firm investing sooner with the other firm waiting for the market to grow sufficiently,

since the consumers receive most of their gain in surplus with the introduction of one

multiproduct technology. The following pnopatitian analyzes the relationship between

social welfare and simultaneous adoption equilibria.

Proposition 4 (Welfare Implications) The simultaneous adoption equilibrium is never

socially optimal except when =1	 = -02 = 0.

frLx2f

From Lemmas 1- 4 we have,

a(1) < a(t) < «(u62)
	

for all '

a(?) < a(7) a(w1)
	

i f p< 0.895,

a(t) < a (WO < a(t) i f 0.895 < < 0.902,

a(z6 1 ) < a(t) < a(t) -	 i f	 > 0.902.

Thus,

t	 = w 2 = 0 if f < (WFF (0) – WFD(0)) and -)1 < 0.683,

t < t < W 1 = 1.62, if f > (WFF(0) — WFD(0)) and A< 0.552,

7 <1 < to, < U72, if 0.552 < Q < 0.895,

7 < 16 1 < I < 262, if 0.895 < < 0.902,

/6 1 < 7 <I < /62 , if 0.902 <

Hence, we never have /6 1 = /6 2 E [7, -t] for 7 > 0.

Q.E.D

The above proposition shows an interesting relationship between the socially optimal

and equilibrium adoption time. First, the simultaneous adoption equilibrium is never
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socially optimal since we never have ti t = ti32 E Fiji for > 0. Furthermore, as shown in

the above proof, the equilibrium results in an earlier than socially optimal adoption time
for less competitive markets (i.e., A 5 0./1194 The reason for this is that a lower 213 implies

higher profits in each market which induces firms to exploit the other market earlier. Even

for the case of more competitive markets (p > 0.895) the socially optimal adoption time
for the follower (i.e., toe) is always later than the equilibrium adoption time. However,

the socially optimal adoption time for the leader (i.e., 1.6 1 ) is earlier than the equilibrium
adoption time with highly competitive markets (i).

4 Diffusion as Equilibrium

In this section, we consider three departures from our model: (i) complementary demands,

(ii) declining markets, and (iii) oligopoly. As we will see, each scenario could restore

diffusion of the technology adoption over time as a Nash equilibrium.

4.1 Complementary Demands

In this section, we examine the duopoly equilibria in expanding markets with complemen-

tary demands such that –0 < A < 0. Although we have identical objective functions as in

the case of substituteable demands, we have the following incentive ordering, H i (t) > 112(t).

In other words, the leader's incentive becomes larger than the follower's. This situation

then resembles the case analyzed by Reinganum. Thus, complementary demands reverse

the incentive structure of the model yielding the results below.

Proposition 5 (Complementarity and Diffusion) The Nash equilibrium adoption limes

are when one firm switches at t and the other at 7 wh(

7 = 7.0 if f < 112(4

i<7	 otherwise.
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(0,0)

1	
if 913 A+ )A)f < gio(i) – cFe'dt.

(TI ,T.1 ) --= if 36: 3 )f <(0,00) or (oo 30(13:1;‘ ;), .fo'la( t) cre-"dt 5, 9)

(oo, oo)	 if frIa(i) - cl 2c--"dl < 
3613(0-FA)f

5(13- A h '

90303+ Alf
03-Ah	 '

proof

Note that all payoff functions, first and second order conditions are identical realizing

that A is negative. If f < 112 (0) we have ST) < 0 at t = 0. Thus, it is not optimal for any

firm to delay the adoption given that the other firm switches at t 0 and instantaneous

adoption is the equilibrium.

Due to identical payoff functions it is clear that the best response of the leader (1) and

the follower (7) are characterized by Lemmas 1 and 2, respectively. Since A is negative we

have ot(7) > a(t) which implies t i < t". Let us assume that I chooses to switch at t. Then,

J's best response is to switch at 7. Also, it is I's best response to switch at t given that J

switches at 7. Therefore, diffusion is the Nash equilibrium.

Q.E.D

The dramatically contrasting results of Propositions 2 and 5 show the importance of

the demand characteristics in our analysis. With complementary markets we replicate the

earlier findings of Reinganum. This is not surprising since complementary demands bring

the multiproduct environment closer to that of a single product.

4.2 Duopoly Equilibria in Declining Markets

When markets are declining, we have a problem of maximizing over quasi-convex functions.
Consequently, i and 7 become values which minimize the leader's and follower's payoffs since

82LCilt) > 0 and  2a Flit) > 0. iN onconcavity of the payoff functions results in solutions atat
extreme points i.e., adoption at t = 0 and at t co. The following proposition characterizes

the duopoly equilibria in declining markets.

Proposition 6 Let T1 and Tj be the Nash equilibrium switching times by firm 1 and J.

respectively. Then,
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Pr_oot

Due to the quasi-convexity of payoff functions, the only possible equilibria involve

timing decisions at zero or at infinity. For the proof, we need the following payoffs,

	

L(010) =	 95FF(i) —

	L(ooloo) =	 (ODD (t) — r,)e-7`clt,

L(Oloo) = foc° (41)Fo( i ) —

F(ool0) = j:°° (ODF( 1 ) — 7.,)e-7` dt.

(0,0) is an equilibrium if and only if L(010) > F(co10), which yields the condition in

the proposition. Similarly, the equilibrium condition for (oo,00) is L(coloo) > L(Oloo),
which is equivalent to fr[a(t) — c] Z e-7t clt < 36V3P+A);_iLf . Now for (0, co) or (oo, 0) to be the5 

equilibrium we need L(Oloo) > L(010) and L(01(x)) > L(oojoo) which yields the expression

in the above proposition.

Q.E.D

The reason for this equilibrium behaviour is clear. There are three possible sce-

narios. (1) the markets are large enough initially to sustain both firms' investments

(9((3!x+));)f < fr[a(t) — c] Ze-ltdt). Since markets are declining the firms invest immedi-

ately. (ii) the markets are large enough initially to sustain only one firm's investment

( 613(3p+ A)! < r[a(t) cre- Il dt < 9 (0WA)/ ). Again, declining markets makes it optimal5(p_ A yy — o	 A+ -y
for one firm to invest immediately, and never for the other. (iii) initial market conditions

do not sustain either firm's investment (fr[a(t) — c1 2 e —rt dt < 3"503-A)"/ ). In this case it

will never be optimal to invest.

4.3 Oligopoly Nash Equilibria

In this section, we analyze dynamic multiproduct technology adoption for three firms (I,

J, and K) and three expanding markets with substituteable products (A, B and C). The
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multiproduct technology allows firms to produce all three products together. Analagously

to the duopoly case, we have the following Cournot-Nash equilibrium payoffs.

2- ta – ,
4(A +Pr(t)
17P2 –	 – A2 

[a(t) – c]2,
2

- (A + 3)3)2 
[a(t) — C]2,

59)32 + 92)3A – 51A2 
[a(t) —c ,

225)3(2A )6)2
(3A + 2f3)(7A + 3/3) [a(t) — c]2,

75 )3(2A + #)2
3

16(2A + 0)
[a(t) —	 ,

where giN (t) denotes the payoff to the firm with technology L at t while the other firms

use M and N. Let L(t 1 1t 2 , t 3 ), S(t 2 It i ,t3 ), and F(t3 It 1 ,t 2 ) be the payoff functions of the

first, second, and last adopter, respectively. The problem for each firm is given by,

max L(t i lt 2 , t3)
ti.o<ti<t2 Jo

ti
(ODD(t)

t2
—rD )e —rt dt + f ( 95t D (t)— rF)e-7`dt

r

3

t3
(C6FD(t) — rF)c-11 + oo (OFF(t) —ft, 	 t	

rF)e—ltdt;

max S(t 2 It i , 13)
t2	 <t3

max F(t3It1,t3)
es,e2<e,

Pt

Jo (OED(i)

ft:3 ( OFD(t)

=	
(15DD(t )

t3
(OFF(1)

t2

—rp)e'dt

— r

—rD)e-ltclt

rF)e—ledt;

(2
—r D )e -l 'dt + f (ADD ( t ) — r D )C"' dt

r,

— +
ro

 0.:',C;F(1) —
• e,

Similarly to the duopoly case we define Hi(t) = 40)—	 D(1), 11 2( 1 ) = 06(1)
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4'FD(t), and 113 (1) = 6 F(t) — OF(t) to be the incentives for firms to be the first, second,
and the last adopter, respectively. As in the duopoly case, they play important roles in
determining the optimal switching times and equilibrium behaviors. In particular, we have
11 1 (t) > 11 2 (t) > 113 (1) when A< 0.674 and IL(t) > II3(t) > 11 2(t) when p> 0.674.

Lemma 5 (Optimal Switching times) Let 4, 4, and 4 be the optimal switching times

for the first, second, and last adopter respectively. Then,

a(0) if f < 111(0),

42 ( ti) =	 c + Arf.;,. if 11 1 (0) < f < II1(t2),
a(t2) otherwise;

ex(t i ) ,if f	 112(t1)
a ( 1 2) = C + Ara; if I1 2 (t 1 ) < f < rf2(t3),

a(t3) otherwise;

a(t 2 ) if f < 113(t2),
a(i3) = c + V-f.73 if 11 3 (t 2 ) < f < 113(oo),

a(oo)	 otherwise,

where
4( )-0)2()+30)2(2) +0)

(13-))(8,33-1-14132A+90P-03
2250+3012(2)-012 

(306/3 4 +2820 3 A-748/32 )2 -214,0P -51A 4 )
12000(2)4V 

(1291324-820A-336)2).

Proof

From the first order K-K-T conditions and complementary slackness,

OL(4112, 1. 3) r
ti(11. - t2)

as(4111,13)(ti - 
12)(12 — 13)

at2

aF(4111, t2) ft	 (1 = c-vi;	 113( 6 )}(12	 13) = o.813	 1 2	 3!

Z2

Z3

If — 111(11)}11(1, — f2) = 0,

e - ' 12 {f -n2(12)}(11 - )( i2 	 (3) = 0,
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By the same logic as in Lemmas 1 and 2, 4, 4, and 4 are characterized by the lemma.

Q.E.D

We now demonstrate that diffusion is the only possible Nash equilibrium except for the

simultaneous adoption at t = 0.

Proposition 7 (Oligopoly and Diffusion) There are three possible scenarios:

(i) if f 5_ 113 (0) and 213 < 0.674 or f < 112 (0) and 2E3 > 0.674, then all firms adopt at t == 0.

(ii) if f > 113(0) and p < 0.674, then the first firm adopts at 4, the second at 4, and the

third at 4, where 4 < t 2 <

(iii) otherwise, the first firm adopts at t l and the other two firms adopt simultaneously in

the interval (4 , 4), where ti < t3 < t2.

Proof

Let us examine case (i). Under the conditions specified, we have "("931,`"2) < 0 at t3 = 0

from Lemma 5. Thus, it is not optimal for any firm to delay its switching decision given

that two other firms switch at t = 0.

Consider case (ii). Given that =;- < 0.674 and f > 11 3 (0), it follows from the ordering

of incentives and Lemma 5 that 4 < t2 < 4. Given this relationship between the optimal

timing decisions, it is straightforward to see that it is a Nash equilibrium for firms to switch

at times 4, 4, and t 3 , respectively.

Consider case (iii). From Lemma 5 we have 4 < t 3 < t2 when TA3 0.674 and f > 112(0).

Analogously to the duopoly case, we obtain the simultaneous adoption equilibrium for the

second and third firms given the optimal timing decisions.

Q.E.D

As mentioned above, it is the relative incentive structure of leaders and followers that

determine whether the equilibrium is characterized by simultaneous adoption or diffusion.
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For the oligopoly case - unlike the duopoly case, we find that the leader always has a

greater incentive than either of the followers to adopt the new technology. The reason

for this is that the leader has two markets to egsploit, while the followers are left with

more competitive markets. What Proposition 7 suggests is that competition is another

important factor in determing the equilibrium behavior of technology adoption. It can

be shown that a model with three firms and two markets will lead similar results, in

particular, no simultaneous adoption equilibria exist (except for instantaneous adoption at

time t = 0). The asymmetry of the three firm - two market model complicates the analysis

considerably and is therefore not shown here. 6

°The analysis of this model is available front the authors upon request.
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5 Conclusion

We have studied the adoption of manufacturing technologies which allow the production

of multiple products. We first consider a dynamic duopoly model with two substituteable

products where firms choose when to switch from a single to a more flexible multiproduct

technology. We find that in growing markets the only equilibrium is when firms simulta-

neously adopt the multiproduct technology. This contrasts with the single product, cost

reducing technology diffusion results of Reinganum. This result is due to the incentive

structure to adopt the new technology derived from the Cournot-Nash game. In partic-

ular, we find that for the multiproduct technology case, the follower's incentive to adopt

dominates that of the leader. This induces simultaneous adoption as an equilibrium.

We show that there exists a range of simultaneous adoption Nash equilibria and char-

acterize this range in terms of cost and demand conditions. However, we find a unique

perfect Nash equilibrium which is the latest in the range of Nash adoption equilibrium

time. Interestingly, this same outcome can also be obtained if firms behave in a purely

myopic fashion, that is, firms assume that rivals never adopt.

We derive the welfare maximizing adoption times for the duopoly case. It is shown

that the social planner would adopt simultaneously when markets are less competitive

and sequentially otherwise. A comparison of the socially optimal adoption times with the

adoption equilibria reveals that whenever the equilibrium adoption time is nonzero, firms

adopt too early.

Diffusion of the multiproduct technology as an equilibrium is restored, however, under

three scenarios: (i) complementary demands, (ii) declining markets, or (iii) under oligopoly.
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Figure 1

Leaders and Follower's Payoff
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